This paper contributes to a debate in the palaeoarchaeological community about the major time-lag between the origin of anatomically modern humans and the appearance of typically human cultural behaviour. Why did humans take so long-at least 100 000 years-to become 'behaviourally modern'? The transition is often explained as a change in the intrinsic cognitive competence of modern humans: often in terms of a new capacity for symbolic thought, or the final perfection of language. These cognitive breakthrough models are not satisfactory, for they fail to explain the uneven palaeoanthropological record of human competence. Many supposed signature capacities appear (and then disappear) before the supposed cognitive breakthrough; many of the signature capacities disappear again after the breakthrough. So, instead of seeing behavioural modernity as a simple reflection of a new kind of mind, this paper presents a niche construction conceptual model of behavioural modernity. Humans became behaviourally modern when they could reliably transmit accumulated informational capital to the next generation, and transmit it with sufficient precision for innovations to be preserved and accumulated. In turn, the reliable accumulation of culture depends on the construction of learning environments, not just intrinsic cognitive machinery. I argue that the model is (i) evolutionarily plausible: the elements of the model can be assembled incrementally, without implausible selective scenarios; (ii) the model coheres with the broad palaeoarchaeological record; (iii) the model is anthropologically and ethnographically plausible; and (iv) the model is testable, though only in coarse, preliminary ways.
DEVELOPMENTAL NICHE CONSTRUCTION
The theory of niche construction begins with the insight that agents individually and collectively shape their environment. Selection results in the adaptation of agents to their environments. But agents also adapt their environments to their own phenotypes. Termites flourish in the environments they experience in part because they experience environments they have built themselves [1, 2] . Much work in niche construction focuses on the effects organisms have on their selective environment. But termite mounds and beaver complexes do not just modify the effects of the physical, social and biological world on adults. They also structure the environment in which the next generation develops. In modifying their own environment, many organisms also engineer the developmental environment of their offspring. As the effects of genes are often sensitive to their context [3] , these effects on developmental environment influence the next generation's phenotypes. Thus, termites develop in a world built by and for termites, and so their developmental environment has been stabilized. Compared with their presocial ancestors, termite genes are expressed in a narrowed range of developmental environments, and hence the phenotypic effects of those genes are more predictable (see [4, 5] on the importance of these environment -gene expression effects).
Developmental niche construction is of profound evolutionary significance. Indeed, there is a case for the idea that complex multi-celled animal life depends on intergenerationally engineered developmental environments. It is a truism of evolutionary theory that cumulative evolution depends on high fidelity inheritance, and high fidelity inheritance depends on sending developmental signals across the generation with high fidelity [6] . But complex multi-cellularity increases the demands on these mechanisms. Multicelled organisms have evolved many times [7] , but only in a few cases have these lineages generated impressive disparity and diversity. The evolution of complex multicellularity requires the evolution of a developmental cycle, and that in turn requires a major advance in mechanisms of inheritance. Protist genes never have to build the critical inner cellular structures of protists. The cell divides, but crucial intercellular structures do not have to be constructed from scratch in the descendant cells. Reproduction can largely be reduced to growth and fission. In contrast, organs and tissues do not exist in miniature in fertilized ova.
Thus, one major transition in complex multicellularity is a transition from (largely) preformationist to epigenetic development. Complex multi-celled organisms exist only because there are developmental cycles in which key structures of adult organisms are rebuilt from scratch in the new generation. So, the problem of cross-generation fidelity is more pressing for macrobes than for microbes. It is likely that increased parental control of developmental environments was crucial to the Metazoan radiation. For genes to have stable phenotypic effects, they must be inserted into a structured and predictable developmental environment. Even if replication is of high fidelity, it is of no use to just make a new set of genes: the parental generation must build an environment in which those genes are used in the right way. The more complex the developmental pathways, the more the genereading environment is as important as signal quantity and fidelity. The egg is such a structured system; it is arguable that its invention is the major breakthrough that allowed the flow of genes across the generations to orchestrate development in a fine-grained and reliable way [8] . It is adapted both to function in an environment and to provide an initial set of triggers for gene expression. Whatever the fate of this specific suggestion, macrobe evolution depends on the evolution of increased developmental control.
The evolution of complex form, then, depends both on high fidelity genetic inheritance and on the stability of the genotype -phenotype map. This stability depends, in part, on control by the adult organism of the environment of gene expression. But while genetic inheritance is the most fundamental system of inheritance, it is not the only one [9] . Intergenerational social learning is another, and while the overall importance of learning as a mechanism of inheritance is a matter of much debate, it is widely agreed to have been important in human evolution [10 -12] . The core argument of this paper is, first, to show that the fidelity of social learning depends both on the intrinsic accuracy of cognitive learning mechanisms and on the control of the developmental environment and, second, to relate this idea to the gradually emerging but profound changes in human material culture; changes that emerged between 100 000 (or a little earlier) and 50 000 years BP.
I begin with the interactionist perspective on social learning. Human cultural life depends on our capacity to accumulate and transmit cognitive capital. Individually and collectively, humans act effectively in their economic, social and technological worlds largely because their lifeways are supported by information they inherit from the previous generation. Such transfer depends, in part, on specific cognitive adaptations for social learning (for example: language, imitation). But it also depends on adapted learning environments, on developmental niche construction. Humans accumulate cognitive capital through interaction between intrinsic, genetically canalized features of human minds and adaptively organized developmental environments. Thus, identifying the role of niche construction in human evolution is not an alternative to the dual-inheritance models that Stephen Shennan and others have been recently developing [13] . Rather, identifying the ways humans organize the developmental environment of the next generation helps explain the fidelity and bandwidth (the volume) of cultural inheritance, the features that make it central to human evolution.
Apprentice learning offers a helpful conceptual model of the synergy between organized learning environment and individual cognitive adaptation. Apprentice learning is a very powerful mode of social learning, making possible the reliable re-acquisition of complex and difficult skills. It is learning by doing. But it is learning by doing in an environment seeded with informational resources. These include raw materials processed, partly processed, unprocessed. In addition, full and partial templates of the final product are available to guide action. Moreover, there are many opportunities to learn by observing highly skilled practitioners. Often advice is available from both experts and peers, for learning is often social and collaborative. Apprentice learning depends on individual cognitive adaptations for social learning but it depends as well on adaptively structured learning environments. I will argue that this mode of social learning has deep roots in sapiens history.
The apprentice learning model has four important virtues. First: it identifies a form of learning that can be assembled incrementally. The reliable transmission of skill can begin as a side-effect of adult activity, without adult teaching or adaptations for social learning in the young. Once established, it then brings with it selection for cognitive and social changes that increase the reliability or reduce the cost of learning. But rudimentary and reliable skill transmission does not presuppose such adaptations [14] . Second, apprentice learning is known to support high fidelity, high bandwidth knowledge flow. Until recently, much technical competence in the industrial society depended on apprentice learning. Third, the model fits ethnographic data quite well. Formal educational institutions and explicit teaching are not prominent parts of traditional society. But many forager societies organize and enhance children's participation in economic activity, and this supports the transmission of traditional craft skills [15, 16] . Finally, the model can be tested against the archaeological record, though only in a preliminary, suggestive, way.
One test depends on applying the model to a famous problem in palaeoanthropology: the origins of 'behavioural modernity'. That problem arises out of an apparent disjunction between the origin of our species and the archaeological record of our cultures. From about 50 kyr BP, the archaeological record seems to show human cultures that resemble foraging cultures known from historical records [17 -20] . Those ancient members of our species often had a diverse, complex and regionally well-differentiated technology. They were ecologically flexible, exploiting a wide range of resources, responding appropriately to seasonal fluctuations, and able to penetrate quite demanding habitats. They were capable of crossing significant stretches of ocean in boats or rafts. Their lives were rich in the use of physical symbols. They stylized some of their technology. They made jewellery, and almost certainly used ochre to decorate their bodies and goods. They buried their dead.
There is as yet no clear evidence of music, but that may well reflect limits on preservation rather than limits on these ancient cultures. In short, they were 'behaviourally modern'.
Modernity does not, however, coincide with the first appearance of our species (or any other). Anatomically modern humans-our species-seem to have appeared in Southern Africa at some stage during the period 200 -150 kyr BP [18, 21] . But those first humans do not seem to have been behaviourally modern. Their technology seems to have been less diverse; their ecology less flexible; their cultural lives less mediated by physical symbols. It was once thought that this ensemble of contrasts between behaviourally modern and early sapiens arose abruptly in hominin history, 50-60 kyr BP. This saltationist model is still sometimes defended, but there seems to be good evidence that the modern cultural ensemble arose gradually in Africa, and that its abrupt appearance in the European record is the signature of migration (and perhaps indigenous response) rather than rapid biocultural evolution [20, [22] [23] [24] . Even so, there seems to be a contrast between the more recent sapiens cultures and those of the first two-thirds of the history of the species, and this has led to a vigorous debate in palaeoanthropology about the identification of behavioural modernity, its significance and how its origin is to be explained. I will first review this debate, and then show that niche construction theory enables us to develop a satisfying solution to the puzzle that is supposedly at its heart.
BEHAVIOURAL MODERNITY
It can be reasonably doubted whether there is a qualitative difference between the earliest sapiens cultures and those that established in Africa, Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the Sahul 50 000 years ago or so. Perhaps the supposed cultural difference is a result of our imperfect record of the cultural and cognitive life of the earliest sapiens. Moreover, Peter Hiscock and Sue O'Connor point out that rare technologies are less well preserved when we look deeper into the past. The record is not just imperfect, it is biased, showing us less of the most ancient cultures [25, 26] . Moreover, we would expect a smaller and geographically restricted set of populations to have a less varied material technology than larger and more widespread populations, even if their fundamental cognitive capacities and social organization are the same. Even so, in archaeology and palaeoanthropology, the prevailing orthodoxy holds that there is a qualitative difference, and I shall accept that consensus in this paper. The nature of that qualitative difference, though, is a matter of great dispute, and this section and the next identify the change to be explained.
On one view, behavioural modernity is a cluster of cognitive capacities that are both critical in themselves to contemporary human culture and which leave a detectable signature in the historical record. Perhaps, the most influential paper in this genre is Sally McBrearty and Andrew Brooks' The Revolution That Wasn't [24] . As the authors see it, these cognitive competences are: behavioural and technological innovativeness; abstract thinking (the capacity to think about the elsewhere and the elsewhen); the ability to plan as an individual and to coordinate with others; and the ability to make and use physical symbols. And they suggest potential archaeological signatures of all of these capacities. The most obvious are technological signatures of innovation. Innovation is signalled by any or all of: new stone technologies (blades, microblades, backing); the increasing use of new materials like bone and antler; a larger toolkit (e.g. projectiles); and an increased control of fire. Likewise, they argue that planning and coordination can be detected in the historical record, for example, in the expansion of the human range into challenging environments. Moreover, the capacity to hunt large and dangerous animals without excessive risk is the evidence of planning, cooperation and coordination, and not just of technological ability. Symbolic behaviour, too, they argue, leaves a detectable signature. The most obvious is self-adornment with beads and ornaments, but it is also evident in the use of pigment, in decorated objects, in burying the dead and in the imposition of style on utilitarian objects.
Of course, these crucial human capacities are not instantly recognizable in the human record: they are recognizable only when they have been magnified by history and culture. An innovation will only be recognizable once it has established and spread. We do not see origins in the record, but the cultural effects of innovations as their effects accumulate. We do not see the first instance of an innovation; we see it once it has become a routine feature of the community toolkit. But over time and place, these elements of the 'modernity suite' will leave traces. The physical traces of behaviourally modern humans will be different from those left by their more technologically and ecologically constrained ancestors.
One crucial problem with the project of reading ancient minds from ancient behaviours is that technology and resource use reflect the local economic landscape as well as cognitive capacity. The techniques used and the resources exploited depend on agents' abilities but also on relative costs and benefits. These relativities depend on environment and demography. Haim Ofek, for example, suggests that fire keeping was probably the first technical specialization, and points out that such specialization is only possible once market size-a function of demography-reaches a threshold [27] . So if we do not see the systematic exploitation of hard-to-process foods (birds, fish, grain), this might just show that those humans had no need to impose those burdens on themselves, not that they were incapable of carrying them. The 'broad spectrum revolution'-the extension of the human ecological base to birds, fish, grain-may well be a response to the exhaustion of more valuable resources as populations expanded, signalling new needs, not new capacities [28] .
For this reason, it is sometimes thought that symbolic behaviour leaves a more reliable trace in the record than do the capacities for innovation and flexibility. In contrast to these technical competences, symbol use is not a response to immediate environmental demands. Moreover, symbolic behaviour seems to be distinctive of a specifically human form of social life. People do not just belong to groups. They recognize themselves as a member of a group; and often treat that fact as a central feature of their lives. Individuals identify with their communities, and identity with their distinctive norms and customs. When agents use symbols that are insignias of their group, or of their place in that group, we know that agents are aware of and identify with their groups. Thus, physical symbols have been identified as the benchmark of behavioural modernity (hence the very recent excitement generated by João Zilhão's claim to have discovered indisputably indigenous Neanderthal shell jewellery [29] ). Symbol use is a sign of a cultural revolution; a transition from coexistence with others to identifying oneself with others. Moreover (the idea goes), the archaeological record suggests that this is a recent development, and so distinctive of recent sapiens populations (and possibly those of our large-brained sister species). Thus, McBrearty and Stringer clearly thinks of symbols as forging a new form of social life when they write:
'The ability to manipulate symbols is considered an essential part of modern human cognition and behaviour, although definite traces of symbols in the archaeological record are difficult to recognize and are often obscured by the ravages of time. All humans today express their social status and group identity through visual clues such as clothing, jewellery, cosmetics and hairstyle. Shell beads, and haematite used as pigment, show that this behaviour dates to 80 000 years ago in coastal North and South Africa' [30, p. 793] Thus, archaeologists have come to focus on material symbols as the distinctive signature of the modern mind, both because symbol use is important in itself and because it is more reliably detected than other elements of the modern cognitive suite. I am sceptical. Insignias of identity and role are not archaeologically transparent. Consider, for example, recent arguments that insignia symbols have quite a deep African history, long pre-dating the Upper Palaeolithic [31 -34] . The most systematic early examples of possible 'symbolic behaviour' are burial of the dead and the use of ochre. But while there is evidence of fairly systematic burial of the dead [24] , the significance of this practice is not clear. It is one thing not to treat as refuse the corpse of your father, sister, daughter. It is another to construct a magical narrative about their ongoing significance. In the absence of grave goods, there is no evidence of magical narrative. In short, while burial of the dead is evidence of emotional attachment, it is not evidence of anything else. Ochre, too, is ambiguous in its significance. Ochre may have purely utilitarian purposes: as a preservative, insect repellent or ingredient of glue. But suppose, in some cases, such mundane uses can be excluded. It does not follow that the use of ochre is symbolic, either in the sense of displaced reference, or in the sense of social marking. It could, for example, be used in signal enhancement: making a face, a shield, a person more visible, startling or threatening. Imagine, for example spooking animals by suddenly emerging from cover in a game drive. Signal enhancement would make such a tactic much more effective. Kuhn & Striner [35] make a somewhat similar suggestion in the context of interpersonal interactions. Camouflage is another possibility: for example, using ochre to break up contours. This suggestion seems especially relevant given recent reports of Neanderthal use of dark ochres.
Moreover, there is good reason to think that the fabrication and use of physical symbols, like other material technologies, is sensitive to demography, economics and social organization. In itself, it is not a direct reflection of social cognition. In an important discussion, Kuhn and Stiner compare ochre and shellbased beads as signalling systems. Ochre significantly precedes the use of shells as beads in the archaeological record; ochre use may be as early as 280 kyr BP [29] . As we have seen, ochre has uses other than human-to-human signalling. So perhaps its use was established before humans regularly altered their bodies and garments to send social signals, and was then exapted as an existing technology to send signals. That may explain why shell-beads, which have no use except as signals, arrive later in the record. However, Kuhn & Stiner show that ochre and shell-based beads have different properties as signals. They suggest that shell-based systems are well-suited for withingroup signals. Shells can be standardized and compositionally organized. Their pattern and placement can itself be a signal, and one that can be duplicated or systematically varied. Having (say) three rows of shells rather than two around one's neck can be a discrete, regular and repeated signal. As a consequence, shellbead systems have the capacity to encode precise information about rank, role, age, status, gender or even individual identity, just as ornithologists use the sequence of colour bands on a bird's leg to identify individual birds. But while being potentially precise and rich, such signals have low amplitude: the precise pattern is difficult to see at any distance. Moreover, if the comparison with symbols of rank or identity is apt, the system is both somewhat complex and arbitrary. The significance of a particular array will be obvious only to insiders. In contrast, ochre has a high amplitude. A shield, a face or a garment coloured in a distinctive way is visible and recognizable at a distance. In contrast to shell-bead signals, ochre-based signals would be well-designed to signal group membership or identity to another group. While such signals are arbitrary, they are neither part of a complex system, nor are they displaced in space and time from their referents. They are like national flags, and as with flags, their role could be learned simply and quickly by individuals in other groups.
If these considerations are persuasive, the appearance of ochre, beads and the like in the archaeological record is an effect of demographic change. Signals and symbols are not just information: symbols of rank sometimes serve to assert and reinforce hierarchy, not just signal an agent's place in a hierarchy. But to the extent that material symbols are information-sending systems, in simple social environments they have no function. There are no strangers to inform. This demographic suggestion is supported by the fact that physical symbol making emerges at different times in differing sapiens groups [19] . According to the population-structure hypothesis, the appearance of physical symbols of group membership in the archaeological record does not mark the first appearance of people thinking of themselves as members of groups. Rather, it is the invention of advertising. Members of a group only needed to badge their identity-to wear insignias-once their social world became dense. After that threshold, they regularly met others who did not know them as individuals located in a specific network. That transition selected for physically advertising group membership [36] [37] [38] . Beads and similar low amplitude, shortrange signals appear later, as groups become more internally complex, more differentiated and perhaps more hierarchical. Physical symbols, then, are just one fallible indicator of cultural richness. There is no palaeoanthropological golden spike, no material trace left when and only when agents live in social worlds that fall within the modern range. Thus, McBrearty's approach, treating modernity as a syndrome of capacities, is preferable to one that focuses on material symbols. However, the syndrome is a proxy for a more fundamental cognitive and social phenomenon, or so I shall argue in the next section.
A SAPIENT PARADOX?
'if the genetic basis of the new species (i.e. of Homo sapiens) is different from that of earlier hominids, and of decisive significance, why is that new inherent genetic capacity not more rapidly visible in its effects, in what is seen in the archaeological record? That rather puzzling question may be termed the sapient paradox. It has significant consequences. They become even more obvious if the transition to Homo sapiens is set earlier and relocated to Africa' [34, p. 72] It is one thing to identify socio-cultural differences between the first sapiens and those living 150 kyr later. It is another to think that this difference poses a profound explanatory puzzle. Colin Renfrew thinks the puzzle is so profound that it amounts to a paradox: the paradox of explaining why it took 100 000 years for humans to behave like humans. This is a paradox only if it is conjoined with a 'simple-reflection model' of the relations between cultures, minds and genes: a model in which cultures reflect the intrinsic capacities of human minds, and these in turn reflect our evolved genetic endowment. Obviously, no-one thinks that the intrinsic structures of the mind determine fine-grained features of culture: they define a range of variation. The particular funeral practices of a group will reflect its idiosyncratic history. But having funeral practices of some kind (rather than, say, letting mum rot where she drops) is part of what it is to be in a human culture. We do not treat the remains of our fellows as debris, and that reflects the intrinsic structure of the human mind. This simple reflection model is explicit in Mark Hauser's recent opinion piece exploring potential parallels between Chomsky's theoretical linguistics and theoretical morphology [39] . As Hauser [40] sees it, both research programmes aim to identify innate constraints on individual developmental mechanisms. These in turn define a space of possible variation. Theoretical linguistics characterizes a space of possible human languages. That space is larger than the actual variation but it excludes many readily describable, apparently possible, languages. Likewise, theoretical morphology characterizes (for example) a space of possible skeletons. That space includes many skeletons never found in nature. But it also excludes many that can readily be imagined. Hauser suggests a similar but broader programme for cognitive science: that of characterizing a space of possible human societies-a 'culturespace', a space of social organizations compatible with the innate structure of the human mind [39, p. 195] . The simple reflection model is never explicit in palaeoanthropology, but it is often implicit in much palaeoanthropological theorizing. For example, there is an important strand of work on Neanderthal extinction which presupposes that Neanderthal displacement by sapiens must have been owing to some important sociocultural difference between Neanderthal and sapiens groups, and that this sociocultural difference, in turn, was due to an intrinsic cognitive difference between sapiens and Neanderthal minds. For example, Steven Mithen and others have argued that the Neanderthals lacked full human language [21, [41] [42] [43] .
Indeed, the simple reflection model is implicit in the claim that the sapiens paradox is, indeed, a paradox. If ancient sapiens and recent sapiens were genetically similar (as their morphological similarity suggests), and if genetic similarity implies cognitive similarity, which in turn implies cultural similarity, the cultural contrast between our recent and our more ancient ancestors is indeed surprising. Something has to give. One response, guided by the reflection model, is to try to identify a small but important genetic-cognitive difference between behaviourally modern humans and their early sapiens ancestors (perhaps, a difference in cognitive fluidity or language [20, 22, 44] ). However, it is also possible to reject the reflection model: the complexity and organization of human culture is not sharply constrained by innate features of the human mind. Humans act on their material environment. But they also act on their informational environment, and this informational engineering often has important consequences for cognition and culture. In acting on their informational environment, humans sometimes enhance individual cognitive capacity. The invention of numerals, and of systems of numerical notation, enabled humans to think about quantity in ways that were previously impossible [45 -47] . Material symbols enhance memory, as do various other external prompts [48] . Many important cognitive capacities are like literacy: they exist only in environments in which they are supported. So, individual cognitive capacities often depend on cultural resources that amplify learning capacities. Moreover, informational labour can be divided: in cooperative environments, agents serve as memory and expertise stores for one another, and so individual capacityinnate or acquired-does not sharply constrain cultural complexity. Perhaps the most powerful example is that of the natural sciences themselves. Individuals organized Review. From hominins to humans K. Sterelny 813 and connected in the right way, and only in that way, are a self-improving, accelerating engine of discovery. Science has been made possible in part by making individual scientists smarter (by providing them with cognitive tools), and in part by organizing their collective effort, at and across time, in the right ways.
The social amplification of individual capacity is important to adult capacity. But children profit immensely from adult organization of their learning environment. Behavioural modernity is a real and important phenomenon. But it was not a new and especially bright light being turned on in human minds by a sudden but subtle genetic shift in sapiens genomes. Rather, it represents the cumulation of a long trend in hominin evolution. The capacity to retain, and ultimately to amplify, the cognitive resources inherited from the preceding generation became increasingly important. Behaviourally modern humans control, and depend on controlling, impressive amounts of information about their local environment, local natural history and material technology. As Peter Richerson, Robert Boyd and their students have pointed out, life as a forager depends on the control of rich, detailed information, especially in the unforgiving environments in which behaviourally modern humans have flourished [12, 49] . The information resources on which these lifeways depend were built gradually and passed on reliably. Ecological and technological adaptability depends on a culture's capacity to retain an informational bedrock about locally appropriate technology, local resources and dangers; to improve on that base (especially, but not only if conditions change); and to preserve those improvements for the succeeding generation. That ability, in turn, depends both on individual cognitive capacities for teaching and for social learning, and also on an adapted learning environment. As the apprentice model suggests, high fidelity, high bandwidth social learning depends on both individual adaptations and adapted environments.
Individual cognitive capacity has coevolved with learning environments. That coevolution has deep roots; its origins long-predate our species. Behavioural modernity, I shall argue, represents a threshold in the bandwidth and fidelity of the cross-generation flow of expertise. At that threshold, human groups can both reliably preserve large information stores, and can recognize and retain incremental improvements in those information stores. The new flexibility of sapiens groups comes from this enhanced capacity to innovate. These changes in the social organization of learning may well have interacted with genetic change. It has become increasingly clear that there has been significant, selected, change in the human gene pool in the life of our species, though the specific phenotypic effects of these gene changes are as yet rarely known [50] [51] [52] . So, gene change may have played some role in the establishment of behavioural modernity. But if so, it was through gradual coevolutionary interaction, and not a sudden genetic trigger just prior to the African Diaspora.
On this view, behavioural modernity itself is the collective capacity to retain and upgrade rich systems of information and technique. The specific component signatures of modernity (symbol use, composite tool making, ecological breadth and the like) are just fallible indicators of this basic cognitive-cum-cultural capacity. None have special significance in themselves.
ACCUMULATING COGNITIVE CAPITAL
I suggested above that behavioural modernity is a threshold effect; we see the signal of modernity when a stabilized system of interaction makes the accumulation of cognitive capital reliable. For there is an important distinction between the conditions that allow information to be preserved reliably, and those that allow it to be expanded reliably. This distinction allows us to make sense of the hominin record. That record seems to show three phases: a long phase of mere preservation, a not yet stable shift to expansion and a final phase in which innovations and additions to the communal stock of information are much more reliably transmitted to the next generation; of course, each phase fades into the next rather than terminating crisply. Thus, hominin history began with a very long phase of technological conservatism. Technology did change, but very slowly. Simple chopping tools and flakes emerge approximately 2.6 Ma in Africa and make a first appearance in Europe some time later. Eventually, at about 1.6 Ma, this technology is supplemented with the classic Acheulian handaxe (and perhaps also with worked bone tools [53] ). These handaxes are bi-facially flaked, and often have a somewhat standardized 'tear drop' shape. Middle Stone Age points begin to appear about 280 kyr BP, and this change may signal the arrival of hafted rather than hand-held tools. These points require not just attachment to a shaft; the points themselves require a two-step manufacturing process. From about 200 000 years ago, technological and ecological traditions become less conservative. There are innovations in this period that anticipate later technological revolutions, but these innovations often seem to fade out. The accumulation of innovation is not yet stable. The final phase, of course, is the signature period of behavioural modernity: innovation, regional variation and expansion into all but the most forbidding habitats and inaccessible regions.
One striking element of this pattern is that the pace of innovation is initially very slow. But a second is that (especially over the last 300 000 years or so), change in technological competence is not unidirectional. Technological and ecological innovations appear (and establish over sufficient space and time to leave a trace), but then disappear again. In their reviews, Conard and co-workers emphasize these early appearances of technologies that become signatures of later periods [17, 26] . Thus, for example, microliths are regular-shaped, point-like artefacts that are often taken to be a signature technology of behavioural modernity, both because they can be made in regionally distinctive, but still regular, ways and because they are thought to have been mounted on spears or arrows. Hence, they show the capacity to make multi-part artefacts. Yet, Hiscock and O'Connor point out that microliths are found in significant numbers early in one region of the African Middle Stone Age (perhaps 300 -250 kyr BP) and again late in the Middle Stone Age (as part of the Howieson's Port industry; perhaps 70 kyr BP). So microliths are found before the establishment of paradigm, behaviourally modern cultures but patchily in space and time.
So, perhaps sometime between 300 and 200 kyr BP, hominin culture became cumulative in two senses. The volume of culturally mediated learning increases: a larger range of hominin action owes its character to intergenerational social learning. Thus, the range of materials expands (including ochre, bone, antler, ivory). There was an increase in the variety of tools used, in part because technology took on new functions. It was used to make material symbols, to make other artefacts (awls and needles were used to make clothes), in shelter construction and the organization of domestic space [54] , and in making clothing [55] . Hominins expanded the range of resources they exploited [56] . Moreover, at some point in hominin evolution, children came to learn the norms and customs of their community, not just the local techniques for making a living. Human behaviour became more diverse and less stereotyped, in ways that were guided by information flows from the preceding generation. The bandwidth of cultural learning expands. But culture transmission gradually becomes cumulative in a second sense as well, permitting the stepwise improvement of specific technologies. For example, fire almost certainly was domesticated in stages, beginning with the maintenance and exploitation of natural fire; probably followed by the development of techniques for making fire portable. These important breakthroughs were followed by ignition technologies and improvements in the control and use of established fire, in hearths and the like [27, 57] . Stepwise improvement requires high-fidelity transmission. In the hominin record, the expansion of bandwidth seems to be roughly correlated with increasing fidelity (assuming that more complex technologies depend on higher fidelity), and behaviourally modern cultures depend on both high fidelity and expanded bandwidth. Behavioural modernity probably depends both on an increase in the rate of innovation, as individual humans come to deliberately intervene on the world in ways guided by their increasing understanding, and by improved preservation and amplification of successful innovation (see [58] for a nuanced discussion of the interplay between deliberate innovation and population level processes of preservation). So we need an explanation of both aspects of cultural accumulation.
Cross-generational information flow does not in itself require specific adaptations for cultural learning. In their Animal Traditions, Avital & Jablonka [14] show that traditions can begin with a lucky accident, with an innovation that is profitable enough to result in adults changing their behaviour to take advantage of their luck. In those species in which the young stay with their parent(s), this lifeway reorganization will have a side effect: the young will come to explore an environment much richer in opportunities to repeat the accident. The improbable in the first generation becomes likely in the second. Traditions in using Oldowan technology might well establish in this way. If making sharp flakes and cores gave the early users of that technology access to (say) carcasses and marrow, the juveniles accompanying those adults would have many chances to acquire stone-working skills through undirected exploration and play. There is archaeological evidence that making and using Oldowan tools was a frequent, regular activity rather than an occasional one. For some sites, cores show signs of heavy, repeated use [59, p. 2]. Crucial information can flow reliably from one generation to the next, even without distinctive adaptations for social learning. Almost certainly, though, early hominins inherited cognitive capacities from their last common ancestor with the chimpanzee clade, capacities that primed them for the uptake of simple stone technologies. Studies of the living great ape species indicate that the earliest hominins were equipped with some of the motortechnical capacities that make stone tool making possible and that they were persistent and effective trial and error learners. Moreover, these studies also suggest that these early hominins had some capacity for cross-generation social learning, through some mix of emulation, coarse-grained imitation and stimulus enhancement [59 -61] . So, while there can be information transmission across the generations without adaptation for social learning, almost certainly juvenile hominins noticed adults making and using tools, and responded adaptively to that experience.
So the earliest hominins were able to retain a core of technological and foraging skills. But the conditions that allow accumulation are much more onerous than those that merely allow preservation of a few key skills, and early hominin technologies probably did not depend on high-fidelity social learning. Consider, for example, the signature technology of the erectus-grade hominins, the Acheulian handaxe. Acheulian tool-making probably did not depend on the cross-generational transmission of high-fidelity information about the tool itself. As McNabb and co-workers note in their detailed case study of one specific site, there is little evidence of standardization of group norms governing hand axe design. There is plenty of variability in both shape and degree of symmetry. Indeed, many handaxes show little symmetry [62] . The overall record is complex, for some sites seem to show more constrained variation [63] . Moreover, there is some evidence of local clustering in handaxe shape, giving rise to regional patterns in variation. But even on sophisticated multi-dimensional analysis, these local groupings are not strongly marked: there is roughly a 70 per cent chance of assigning a handaxe to its source of origin, but 60 different variables needed to be measured to assign artefacts to regions with that accuracy [64] . Social learning affects process as well as product, so highfidelity social learning may have been important to the transmission of manufacturing techniques, for it was necessary to know how to produce large blanks from source material, which could then be shaped into a large cutting tool. But there is no reason to suppose that high-fidelity social learning controlled the shape of the tool itself. The most plausible picture is that the general idea of a large cutting tool plus some techniques for tool-making were transmitted socially, with the help of some capacities for social learning and an organized learning environment [62] .
Thus, cultural transmission has had an increasing footprint in the hominin record, a trend culminating in behaviourally modern cultures. I suggest that this trend is due to three interacting factors. One, uncontroversially, is the evolution of minds increasingly well-adapted for culturally learning and, ultimately, teaching (see, for example, [65] for a summary of human communicative adaptations). But while these adaptations are probably necessary for the stability of behaviourally modern cultures, they are not sufficient. As Tehrani & Riede [66] remark, the manual skills required for many traditional craft skills are extraordinarily intricate, and they would be very difficult to master by, for example, imitation learning, even by agents well adapted for such learning. Yet, often such skills are transmitted so reliably that characteristic products reappear recognizably for many generations. Apel [67] , for example, details intricately made Neolithic stone daggers from Scandinavia made to a design that was transmitted for at least 24 generations. Tehrani & Riede are right to doubt that such intricate patterns could be transmitted by unsupported imitation, arguing that such cases show the historical depth of active pedagogy. I agree, but teaching often has its effects through structuring the learning environment rather than by direct instruction. So behaviourally modern culture depends on the construction of adapted learning environments; the young come to explore and act in a world that supports and directs learning. This, I shall argue, culminates in something like apprentice learning. A third factor is the changing demography of hominin populations; as we shall see, small population sizes make it harder to maintain and expand informational resources. Moreover, there is likely to be positive feedback between local population size and the volume of cultural learning: innovation increases carrying capacity, allowing growth, which supports specialization and buffers crucial skills against accidental loss [68] .
Apprentice learning is a good model of the ways learning environments are organized to make possible the transmission of a high volume of information with high fidelity. These learning environments can evolve gradually, beginning with juvenile interest in parental activities, and parental tolerance of their inquisitive exploration. From that platform, there can evolve both increasingly sophisticated individual adaptations for social learning, and increasing adult support of learning. This form of learning is sufficiently powerful to explain the observed phenomena-the maintenance of complex, demanding skills in populations without literacy or formal educational institutions. A skilled cabinet maker (for example) has absorbed an enormous amount of information and skill from his/her teachers. An apprentice obviously brings to the learning environment a complex set of individual cognitive adaptations: physical skills, theory of mind, joint attention, conditional reasoning, observation learning. Most apprentices acquiring complex skills benefit from explicit advice and instruction (though there seems to be enormous cultural variation in the extent of explicit teaching), and a good deal of information comes from the observation of expertise in action. Often, those learning share information too, about both failure and success. But most learning is hybrid: apprentices mostly learn through socially structured trial-anderror learning. They are surrounded by tools, by partial and complete products and the occasional failure, and by raw materials in various stages of processing. They learn on the job, but they are assigned jobs by those who understand how much or little they can do. So their trial-and-error learning often involves structured trials. Skilled craftsmen assign tasks that they judge to be within, or close to, their current capacity. Those tasks build foundations for more complex skills. The overall result is that apprentice learning systems combine high fidelity with large bandwidth.
Moreover, the apprentice learning model is ethnographically and archaeologically plausible. In foraging societies, extensive explicit instruction does not seem to play a prominent role in the acquisition of hunting skills. But children are provided with informational resources. For example, they are provided with miniature hunting weapons [69] ; they are sometimes taught how to make the tracks they must follow (see [70, pp. 166 -176] for series of photos of aboriginals making pseudo-tracks). They learn games that rehearse key physical skills. They accompany adults on hunts, and these are sometimes reorganized to make this possible [16] . And while there may not be much explicit instruction, they are exposed to an enormous amount of hunting lore [71, 72] . They have access to the expertise of those with the relevant skills; they have the time and opportunity to practice, and that practice is guided. Indeed, there are some cultures in which hunting skill is passed on though something like explicit apprenticeship [73] . In these cases high-fidelity, high-bandwidth social learning depends both on an organized and adapted learning environment and on specific cognitive adaptations. Likewise, there is significant anthropological documentation of the acquisition of craft skills in apprentice-style situations. Apprentice transmission of weaving traditions are documented from a range of cultures, though these are often family-based, mother -daughter lineages [66, pp. 321 -322] . Lave [74] discusses two examples in some detail: apprentice tailors in Liberia and the study of Islamic law in nineteenth century Cairo. These examples are important because they document the flexibility of apprentice learning and teaching: it supports the acquisition of much more than manual skill. Liberian apprentice tailors learn about the social and economic organization of a tailor's life, not just how to make trousers. Islamic law is not a manual skill, but it is not just a textual skill either. The student learns about the social and institutional organization of Islamic courts, not just about the texts, from being immersed in those institutions.
It is obviously more difficult to reconstruct the social organization of teaching and learning in extinct cultures. Tehrani & Riede [66] suggest that a detailed analysis of the life history of artefacts can identify artefact traditions: continuity in form over time that is not owing to the constraints imposed by raw materials and function. Likewise, Bamforth & Finlay [75] develop criteria for identifying highly skilled stone work, and also less-skilled work that is likely to be the result of novice practice. In favourable cases, these methods will expose high-fidelity, high-volume social learning in former social worlds. They document the importance of social learning. But by themselves they do not reveal the social organization or cognitive preconditions of such learning. However, there are occasional archaeological symptoms of an apprentice-like organization of craftsmanship. For there are artefacts that appear to have been produced collaboratively, with an expert guiding or helping the less expert. Inexpertly made stone tools sometimes show signs of expert repair or improvement. More systematically, Patricia Crown [76] has demonstrated collaboration between the expert and inexpert in pottery making, both ethnographically and archaeologically, with expert potters often controlling the most difficult parts of the construction process, leaving the less expert (often children) to complete the routine parts. For example, experts lay down the basic design that children then paint in.
Moreover, the size and organization of the local community is also extremely important to its capacity to retain and to accumulate information. As Haim Ofek [27] has noted, a larger market size allows more specialization and more division of labour, both of which impact positively on a group's informational resources. A small group will not be able to afford a specialist firekeeper or bow maker; a medium-sized or large group, perhaps, can. They will have enough customers to support specialization. Specialists typically have higher skill levels, and hence set a higher bar for the next generation. Moreover, a more diverse group with a varied skill set is more likely to innovate than a small, more homogeneous group. Those who specialize in a craft are the most likely to find an improvement in it, and innovation through cross-fertilization is more likely as the overall skill base becomes more diverse and extensive. Specialists may also be more accurate in filtering unsuccessful innovation, and as Enquist & Ghirlanda [77] show, filtering is essential if culture is to become cumulative.
Second, redundancy plays a critical role in buffering the group's informational resources. Larger groups store information in more heads than smaller ones. Information can easily drift out of a small group, through unlucky accidents to those with rare skills (see [78] , though in response see [79, 80] ). In addition, redundancy may play a second role in compensating for low-fidelity cultural learning. Modern humans are clearly individually adapted for social learning [81] [82] [83] . But Richerson and colleagues doubt that these adaptations suffice for high fidelity, and argue that the social environment compensates for low fidelity through redundancy. Naive agents have many opportunities to acquire specific skills and critical information, and they develop models to show that redundancy-for example, a naive agent using many models rather than a single model-can compensate for low fidelity one-on-one learning. Thus, so long as there is sufficient redundancy, with members of a population connected in the right ways, a population can preserve its informational resources in transmission to the next generation through low-fidelity channels [12, [84] [85] [86] .
However, while demographic factors are important in the establishment of behaviourally modern cultures, demographic expansion alone does not explain the acceleration of innovation. Redundancy allows low-fidelity transmission to preserve informational resources, allowing already established and widespread skills to be copied via multiple trials to the next generation. But such mechanisms will not allow small, incremental improvements to existing techniques to be preserved, copied to the next generation and spread to be the foundation for further improvement. This claim is somewhat controversial. Henrich has developed redundancy-based models with accumulation despite low fidelity [78] , models which have recently been extended [87] . But the conception of skill on which Henrich's model depends is not psychologically plausible. He models the information structure underlying a capacity or skill as a continuous quality. The product of a skill may often be a quantity of some kind: hunting success; the robustness of a pot; the power of a bow. Indeed, we often use those products to measure a skill: in an archery competition, for example, we use a product of the skill-the number of arrows on targetas its measure. But the systems of information and capacity on which those products depend are not continuous quantities. To see this, consider the challenges involved in learning such a skill. The skills of an artisan are hard to master, but that is not because there must be some measurement error while trying to match a quantity. Rather, it is because the informational basis of skill is only partially manifest in any particular act. A specific, somewhat stereotyped motor skill might be modelled, to a first approximation, as a quantity. But a skilled artisan can respond effectively to a range of different circumstances, demands and materials. That is part of skill. A kayak-maker does not manifest all his skills in making any one kayak. An expert flint knapper responds appropriately to variation in raw materials and in functional demands. Stone tool making is not stereotyped in the way, say, a tennis serve (Henrich's example) might well be.
These models make a convincing case for the importance of demography. Moreover, Powell, Shennan and Thomas's extension of Henrich's work shows that the models are robust, and that the parameter values that predict accumulation map quite plausibly onto estimates of human populations just prior to the establishment of behavioural modernity. But these extensions retain the oversimplified picture of the relationship between a capacity and its underlying informational basis. So while they show that demography plays a crucial role in the establishment of behavioural modernity, so too does high-fidelity learning. In general, low-fidelity learning plus redundancy is not enough for accumulation. In summary, then, the cultural learning characteristic of the Upper Palaeolithic transition and later periods of human culture-social transmission with both a large bandwidth and sufficient accuracy for a ratchet of improvementrequires individual cognitive adaptations for cultural learning, highly structured learning environments and population structures that both buffer existing resources effectively and which support enough specialization to generate a supply of innovation.
There were no medieval craft guilds in the Upper Palaeolithic, though the adze-making traditions of Neolithic New Guinea are strikingly convergent on that social practice [88] . But if the model developed in this paper is correct, information-rich, expertisedependent, forager lifestyles depended on a similar combination of an organized learning environment and specific adaptations for social learning. The pulse of cultural and technological innovation that is most dramatically visible in the archaeological record in the Upper Palaeolithic revolution is a signal of such a social world: a social world which makes possible high-fidelity, high-bandwidth transmission across the generations. Individuals in these social worlds were equipped for social learning. But they depended on an adapted environment, as well, and on populations which spread risk and supported specialist expertise. The persistence of these lifeways depended on highly skilled agents sharing their expertise and on the reliable replication of the learning environment in which crucial expertise was acquired. This combination, and only this combination, allowed cognitive capital to be accumulated and behaviourally modern cultures to emerge.
TESTING THE MODEL
No-one doubts that the evolution of enhanced social learning was one of the most distinctive features of hominin evolution, and that it was one important factor driving the increasing phenotypic difference between the hominin and the chimpanzee clade. This paper has tried to identify that evolutionary trend more precisely, especially its culmination in behaviourally modern culture. Further, it develops a model of the evolutionary preconditions of behavioural modernity. Individual cognitive adaptations for learning and teaching were doubtless important, but not in themselves sufficient. An adapted learning environment-best understood as apprentice transmission-and a favourable demographic profile were also necessary. But it is one thing to advance a plausible model, another to test it. So how can the model be turned into a testable hypothesis about the origins and establishment of behavioural modernity? Archaeology, ethnography and experimental psychology can be combined to test the model, though only in preliminary ways.
The most obvious test is archaeological: comparing the predictions of the niche construction model of behavioural modernity with alternatives. One alternative is Peter Hiscock and Sue O'Connor's suggestion that the supposed 'sapiens paradox' is a pseudo-problem created by preservation biases. They suspect that there was no qualitative difference between first sapiens cultures and those of 50 kyr BP. Smaller groups use fewer artefacts, and so their immediate archaeological footprint is smaller, even in those places were they were found, and they were found in fewer places. Moreover, the older the site, the more likely it is to be degraded. Even so, if there is no qualitative difference in cultural complexity between the first sapiens peoples and those of the later Pleistocene, the apparent gap should steadily close in the face of increasing sampling, and by correcting for sampling biases in comparing records. A (approximate) steady-state model can also be tested against the record of more recent cultures (like those of Ancient Australia) where preservation problems may be less formidable. On the niche construction view, there is a genuine difference between stabilized high-fidelity, high-volume cultures, their ancestors and some successors. So the apparent difference should persist in the face of increased sampling effort and bias correction.
The most prominent alternative to the niche construction model is Richard Klein's genetic-pulse hypothesis. In contrast to Klein's picture, the niche construction model does not predict a unidirectional increase in the capacity to mobilize informational resources, even after the fundamental genetic capacities essential to that mobilization have evolved. For the developmental environment is critical, and subject to multiple routes of disturbance. Nor do we find a unidirectional pattern. So, for example, it has recently been argued that behavioural modernity appears to arrive gradually, with its elements not tightly coupled, in multiple locations, and perhaps incipiently in Neanderthals as well as sapiens [17, 19, 24, 26] . Richard Klein continues to resist the idea that there are convincing early examples of modern-like behaviour. Moreover, he argues that population pressure models are the only alternative to his genetic breakthrough hypothesis, and notes that they face serious challenges: (i) population pressure models owe us an account of how the need for innovation generates the capacity to innovate; (ii) population pressure models need to explain why hominin populations expanded prior to the acquisition of new skills and capacities; (iii) in the crucial period in Africa (100-50 kyr BP), there is no independent evidence of an increased human population or increased ecological footprint [20, 89] . While these are serious problems for population pressure models, the apprentice learning model does not depend on population pressure to explain the onset of behavioural modernity. The crucial factor is the size of, and interactions within, the local group, not the ecological footprint of the metapopulation on the landscape's resources.
Suppose that Klein is right to discount ancient signals of apparently modern behaviour, Hiscock & O'Connor point out that the apparent disappearance, then return, of signs of modernity in the record after 50 kyr BP is an equally serious challenge to the genetic switch model of behavioural modernity. A one-factor genetic-switch model cannot explain the variability in the signs of modernity that postdate the switch. If additional demographic, cultural or genetic factors are added to the genetic switch model to track variability, the genetic switch itself becomes redundant. In short, the genetic switch model seems to predict a qualitative change in cultural complexity somewhere around 60 000 -50 000 kyr BP, followed by a new, higher equilibrium. Arguably, the data do not support the sudden upward shift. But perhaps they do not support the idea that there was a higher equilibrium, either. For this reason the Australian archaeological record is an informative lens through which to view the interaction of individual cognition with collective capacity.
The initial expansion of humans into the Sahul about 45 000 years BP could not have been accidental. These humans had the capacity to plan and cooperate. Moreover, they had technology complex enough to cross significant stretches of ocean [90] . However, before the Last Glacial Maximum, 20 kyr or so ago, the archaeological record resembles that of Middle Stone Age Africa. So for the first 25 000 years of their occupation, the first Australians seem to have had a limited technological toolkit; exploited a narrow resource band; and showed limited signs of symbolic culture. Eventually, the standard symptoms of behavioural modernity do appear. But as in the African case, the archaeological signatures of behavioural modernity do not appear together in space and time. Ochre use and burial of the dead is relatively early, as is the use of freshwater shellfish (perhaps 40 kyr BP). There are beads from about 35 kyr BP. But the first signs of marine shellfish exploitation and bone tools, and cave art with recognizable motifs are all much younger. Moreover, the lithic toolkit stays quite simple until the Holocene (see [91, p. 211, fig. 9]) . Only over the last 20 000 years, do we consistently see the usual archaeological signatures of behavioural modernity: broad-range foraging; environmental management; technological innovation; and obvious symbolic culture [36, 92, 93] , though it is possible that this too is a sampling effect [25] .
Allen & O'Connell [90] interpret this record as showing that people can be behaviourally modern without showing that they are behaviourally modern. To arrive at all, they must have been technologically and ecologically flexible, but as a consequence of environmental and demographic factors, modernity left no trace for upwards of 25 kyr. O'Connell & Allen do not consider the idea that Australians ceased to be modern after they arrived; nor do Habgood & Franklin. Neglecting this possibility makes sense if we think modernity is coded and canalized in individual genomes, if it is an attribute individuals have largely independently of their cultural environment. But it makes no sense if behavioural modernity is partially dependent on the organization of social life-a social life that would have changed fundamentally as small numbers of people dispersed into an enormous landscape. The communal resources available to very small groups dispersed over enormous and inhospitable distances would be very different to those available to communities based on the fertile islands and shallow seas of southeast Asia. Quite likely, informational resources were buffered less well, and group size was too small to support much specialization, depressing innovation. On the niche construction model but not genetic switch models, behavioural modernity can be lost as well as gained, and losses should be detectable in the record.
In short, we have three different predictions. The Hiscock -O'Connor suggestion (it is no more than that) predicts an approximate steady state, discounted by preservation biases and the effects of group size. There is no qualitative upward trend in cultural complexity before the Holocene. The niche construction model does predict such a trend, but it is potentially fragile, so interruption and reversal is possible.
The gene-switch model predicts a sharp upward shift, once the gene has spread through the population, followed by a stable, higher equilibrium.
In principle, ethnographic data can test the model. The model predicts that crucial skills are acquired by socially supported trial-and-error learning: adults with expertise are actively involved in juvenile learning. However, the form of that involvement will vary by culture and by skill, for the core skills of small-scale societies were very varied. They included: stone technology; fire and fire management; woodworking; the use of skins and other materials for clothes and covering; making shelters; folk medicine; tracking and hunting skills; natural history expertise; and (eventually) weaving and pottery. These skills vary in their transparency to reverse engineering; their transparency to observational learning techniques; the ease with which stepwise improvement is possible; the precision needed in production (their error tolerance); the cost of raw materials and hence the cost of experimentation; and the risks of failed trials. So we would expect the mix of explicit instruction, supervised experiment and support by the provision of tools, raw materials and exemplars to vary from case to case. But we do not expect to find ethnographic evidence that core skills are acquired by independent trial-and-error learning. Nor de we expect to find them acquired by instruction alone. Moreover, the model predicts differences between skills that are transmitted vertically, within families, and those that are transmitted communally, with many-tomany transmission. Communal transmission buffers skill acquisition by spreading risk, and perhaps allows a higher rate of accumulation, if the most skilled members of the community serve as models for the next generation. In practice, ethnographic data is at best suggestive. There are a few admirable case studies [15, 88] . But there is simply not enough systematic, broadly based data. For example, Katharine McDonald's admirable survey of forager skill acquisition has almost no information about making hunting equipment, for almost all hunting was done with store-bought equipment. Hunting with dogs and guns changes the skill base needed for hunting too, so it is far from clear that we can project information about near-contemporary foraging people back into the past.
There is some prospect of supplementing ethnographic and archaeological data by experiment. It is still early days for experimental work on fidelity, bandwidth and accumulation in social learning (for a review, see [94] ). But there is already suggestive work on the diffusion of technique in humans and great apes. While the results are far from conclusive, they suggest that both emulation and imitation play important roles in social learning and that, at least in some simple cases, imitation may not be necessary for accumulating improvement [59, 61] . For example, Christine Caldwell and Ailsa Millen, in experiments using paper plane construction as the target skill, found that reverse-engineering the product was sufficient to learn and sometimes improve designs. Improvement was possible when naive subjects were allowed to examine finished planes, even when they never saw them being made [95] . As they note, paper planes are a simple technology, with the design often being obvious from the product, so this result may not generalize to many other cases.
The ideal experiments, then, would combine ethnographic and archaeological data identifying those techniques that seem to persist stably, perhaps using the criteria discussed in Tehrani & Riede [66] , with an experimental programme. That programme would probe the learning environments necessary and sufficient for those techniques' acquisition. The niche construction model predicts, of course, that without rich and extensive scaffolding, core skills are not transmittable. Unfortunately, very serious logistical problems prevent implementation of this ideal. Informal report suggests that, for example, advanced stone tool working skills take many years of intensive practice to acquire [67] . That is just as the model predicts, but it follows that direct experimental study of complex skill transmission is not tractable. The hope is to decompose complex skills into relatively independent constituents, whose acquisition can be studied in experiments of reasonable duration.
In brief, the model is partially testable against both archaeological and ethnographic evidence, but not in very rigorous ways. Greater rigour is possible, if ethnography and archaeology can be used to identify target skills, and if those target skills can then be decomposed into component capacities whose transmission conditions can be studied experimentally.
